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Prehistory 
The typical meal of the ancient people 
would not be inviting for the people of would not be inviting for the people of 
the 21st century.
If our ancestors invited us to dine with 
them they would offer white ants  them they would offer white ants, 
grasshoppers, ants or small mice or 
vegetarian delicatessen such as 
birds’ eggs  roots or tubersbirds’ eggs, roots or tubers..

Neolithic period 
In the Neolithic period your food habits In the Neolithic period your food habits 
would have been different. Our ancestors 
discovered agriculture and the raising of 
cattle  so you could have eaten cereals  cattle, so you could have eaten cereals, 
including wheat, barley, and millet, and 
the meat of cattle bred by your tribe, 
such as sheep  goats  and pigssuch as sheep, goats, and pigs.
They discovered fire, so cooked food was 
available. 



Iron, Copper, Bronze ages 

In the age of metals  besides In the age of metals, besides 
cereals, you could have 
tasted fruit, but it was too 
early to prepare a tasty early to prepare a tasty 
salad! Roots

Tubers
Bird's Eggs



4000 b.C. 

Ancient Egypt Ancient Egypt 
In ancient Egypt , you would have eaten a 
lot of bread. It is believed that ancient 
Egyptians were the first to dye eggs  Eggs Egyptians were the first to dye eggs. Eggs 
symbolized the renewal of life in the spring 
season.
It was the sacred token of the renovation It was the sacred token of the renovation 
of mankind after the flood.
Salted fish symbolized fertility and welfare. 
It was sacred to the Egyptians  as it came It was sacred to the Egyptians, as it came 
from the Nile , the source of fertility in 
Egypt .
Lettuce represented the feeling of Lettuce represented the feeling of 
hopefulness at the beginning of the spring. 
Onion was also a sacred plant. They used 
to join its bulbs in necklaces because they to join its bulbs in necklaces because they 
believed it could heal and bless any body.



You would have tasted 
cheese and seed pods  
together with a sweet flat together with a sweet flat 
bread with fruit and honey. 

Eggs

Lettuce

Onion



Old Babylonians 

In Mesopotamia you could In Mesopotamia you could 
have been served boiled 
fish, boiled meat consisting 
of beef stewed in onions  of beef stewed in onions, 
garlic, leeks, stout, and 
water; 
Garden Variety Turnips  Garden- Variety Turnips, 
flavored with onions, leeks, 
garlic, arugula, and 
coriander; Spiced Crust  a coriander; Spiced Crust, a 
pastry crust made with 
semolina flour rolled out on 
minced onion  garlic  leek  

Garlic
Boiled Meat

minced onion, garlic, leek, 
and chives, baked until 
brown, and served under 
the meat; you could have the meat; you could have 
used sesame oil or olive 
oil. 



1000 b.C.

The ancient HebrewsThe ancient Hebrews
If you had sat at a dinner table with the 
ancient Hebrews a thousand years before 
Jesus  you would have found that bread was Jesus, you would have found that bread was 
very important. Besides leavened bread they 
ate unleavened bread. Seven types of 
products are mentioned in  Deuteronomy Wh tproducts are mentioned in  Deuteronomy 
8:8—wheat, barley, grapes, figs, 
pomegranate, olives, and dates. 
Legumes  wild plants  and meat mostly 

Grapes
Wheat

Legumes, wild plants, and meat—mostly 
mutton—were also eaten in biblical times. 
These dishes were usually either boiled or 
roasted  You could have also sipped wine roasted. You could have also sipped wine 
and other drinks obtained from the brewing 
of barley, honey or apples. The dietary laws 
found in the Torah  and analyzed in detail in found in the Torah, and analyzed in detail in 
the Talmud, governed all eating in ancient 
years. 



Ancient Greeks 
The  Greeks thought that the meal 
times were a moment of nutrition not times were a moment of nutrition not 
only for the body, but also for the spirit. 
They were quite frugal, however they 
loved new gastronomic experiences. g p
They introduced oil and vinegar that 
were considered curative.
In order to mitigate or enhance the 
t t  th  d h  h b  d i  taste they used honey, herbs and spices 
coming from far East and Africa. In 
ancient Greece dinner would have been 
fast: olives  fried fish or cheese and Olivesfast: olives, fried fish or cheese and 
barley bread.
In a bakery you would have found a 
great variety of bread, up to 72 types, 

Olives

some of them were: the “Deraton” an 
unleavened bread, the “ Phaios” dark 
bread, the “Semidelites” with wheat 
fl  th  “C ib it ” d  f diff t flour, the “Caibanites” made of different 
flours.



Meat was only for the rich, 
their favourite was pork also 
because poultry appeared because poultry appeared 
later. If you had been part of 
a  middle-class family you 
would have eaten legumes  would have eaten legumes, 
salted fish or garum, a kind of 
fish sauce with herbs.
And to drink? 

Honey

Legumes

And to drink? 
They drank a kind of wine 
called “Kikeon”, made from 
barley flour  coriander seeds  barley flour, coriander seeds, 
wine, grated cheese and mint.  



Some Kinds of Bread

Garum

Pork



The Phoenicians 
If you had been invited to dine with 
a Phoenician you would have tasted a Phoenician you would have tasted 
a delicious emmer soup or legumes 
such as lentils, broad beans or 
chickpeas  You would have eaten chickpeas. You would have eaten 
bread with onions, cucumbers or 
lettuce.
In a rich family you could have In a rich family you could have 
tasted also venison, in a poor 
family you would have been 
content with fish  The Phoenicians content with fish. The Phoenicians 
used to salt food.
Moreover they used oil, sesame 
and honey to flavor their dishes

Emmer Soup

C band honey to flavor their dishes.
Wines were a specialty of the 
Phoenicians and their ancient 
Ugaritic poetry and epics 

Cucumber

Ugaritic poetry and epics 
mentioned wine with ringing praise. 



They must have learned about 
wine from earlier civilizations; 
however  they perfected however, they perfected 
viticulture and oenology so 
that Phoenician wines became 
prized commodities of the prized commodities of the 
ancient world and a major 
source of revenue in their 
exportsexports.

Sesame

Broad Beans



Between the VII and the IV 
centuries B.C.

The Etruscans
Travelling over the centuries to 
explore ancient food habits   if you explore ancient food habits,  if you 
had stopped in the centre of Italy 
around the VII and the IV centuries 
you would have discovered the you would have discovered the 
Etruscan cuisine. They created an 
original cuisine.
Unfortunately  the first written recipes Unfortunately, the first written recipes 
available to us go back only to the 
fourth century B.C., which really isn't 
so long agoso long ago.
These recipes were collected and 
published by the celebrated and 
extravagant Roman gourmet and the extravagant Roman gourmet and the 
first cook book author, Apicius.



Therefore, the oldest recorded 
cuisine extant is that of ancient 
Rome  Centuries before those Rome. Centuries before those 
glorious days, however, the 
Etruscans told us in figurative 
form how they lived  what they form how they lived, what they 
ate, and how they enjoyed life.
In a way, they gave us a 
picture book story of their picture book story of their 
dining habits. Paintings, 
murals, frescoes and other 
artifacts decorating their burial 

Rye

artifacts decorating their burial 
chambers provide these 
insights. 
They grew cereals such as 

Barley

Rye

They grew cereals such as 
barley, millet, grass used for 
fodder and rye, from which 
they extracted “puls” the 

Millet

they extracted “puls” the 
precursor of today’s bread.



Beyond this came the 
cultivation of plants sacred to 
the Mediterranean basin: the Mediterranean basin: 
olives and grapes. Garlic and 
onions were very popular. For 
fruit  Etruscans grew Strawberriesfruit, Etruscans grew 
pomegranates, figs, grapes, 
blackberries, strawberries, 
apples  melons  

Strawberries

Blackberries
apples, melons. 
Of domestic animals, cows 
were prized for food, and 
pigs were highly cherished  pigs were highly cherished. 
So were chickens, ducks, 
geese, goats and sheep. 
They made cheese from the They made cheese from the 
milk of cows and pigs which 
was served with olive oil and 
covered with the ashes of 

Figs

covered with the ashes of 
fragrant woods. 



From the rivers, the lakes 
and the sea, Etruscans 
caught vast amounts of caught vast amounts of 
fresh fish, including tuna 
and tortoise eggs.
Their recipes showed they TunaTheir recipes showed they 
cooked fish stuffed with 
rosemary. They also 
roasted pork with rosemary 

Tuna

Tortoise Eggs

roasted pork with rosemary 
or cooked pork liver with 
bay leaves.
Honey was used to sweeten Honey was used to sweeten 
food and salt to preserve it. 
Meats were prepared on 
spits and grills; Towards the spits and grills; Towards the 
end of the sixth century 
B.C., you would have tasted 
their delicious cuisine  their delicious cuisine  
reclining on couches.



Between the III century B.C. and the 
X century A.D.

The ancient Romans
Among the primitive Romans meals were 
frugal  but later especially in the Imperial frugal, but later especially in the Imperial 
period you would have assisted dramatic 
changes.
Someone could think that they lived to Someone could think that they lived to 
eat or followed the motto eat, drink, and 
be merry, for tomorrow you may die.
The basic food was bread  but its use The basic food was bread, but its use 
spread only in the II century B.C. Before 
they ate a kind of emmer and wheat 
soup called pulssoup called puls.
It was usually served with legumes or 
meat. The dishes you could have tasted 
contained peacock brains  pike livers  contained peacock brains, pike livers, 
cock crests, lark tongues, boar, and lion. 



Also, frequently served for breakfast were 
cold meats, eggs, veggies, and bread. 
Herbs and spices livened up their meals Herbs and spices livened up their meals 
to have cooking that was spicy and 
sweet.
The most commonly used spice was The most commonly used spice was 
pepper to give flavoring to game-birds, 
fish, shellfish, lamb, kid, and wild boar. 
“Garum” was a very popular pungent “Garum” was a very popular pungent 
Roman fish sauce used as a condiment. 
The Romans fermented a fatty fish in 
brine and added other flavorings to make 

Wheat Soup

Symposiu
mbrine and added other flavorings to make 

the garum.
Wine was a very important part of the 
meal in Ancient Rome and different types 

m

meal in Ancient Rome and different types 
of tools and dishes were used to create, 
contain and serve the wine. Very popular 
to use for serving wine in a symposium is to use for serving wine in a symposium is 
a ‘symposium’ bowl. 



You would have been served a 
dinner in three courses: hors 
d'oeuvres  the main course  and d'oeuvres, the main course, and 
desert. The first course consisted 
of: olives, lettuce, leeks, mint, 
vegetables  and herbsvegetables, and herbs.
The main course generally had a 
variety of meat, fish, and poultry 
dishes for the family to choose dishes for the family to choose 
from. Dessert was usually some 
fresh fruit. Wine was served 
throughout the meal

Pheasant Meat
throughout the meal.
In-between each meal the 
guests washed their hands and 
the slaves cleared the table and 

Leeks

the slaves cleared the table and 
mopped the floor (it was 
common for guests to spit or 
throw food down on the floor)throw food down on the floor).



The Middle Ages cuisine between 
the XI to the XV centuries

Because of the decline of the Roman 
Empire and the barbaric invasions, 
gastronomy became poorer  gastronomy became poorer. 
However If you like spicy dishes you 
could have tasted a great variety of 
spicesspices.
Common seasonings included 
verjuice, wine and vinegar in 
combination with spices such as 

Sour Flavor
Barbaric Invasion

combination with spices such as 
black pepper, saffron and ginger.
These, along with the widespread 
use of sugar or honey gave many use of sugar or honey gave many 
dishes a sweet sour flavor. Almonds 
were very popular as a thickener in 
soups  stews  and sauces  soups, stews, and sauces, 
particularly as almond milk.



Cereals became the most 
important staples during the 
early middle age  They were early middle age. They were 
eaten as bread, porridge, gruel 
and pasta by virtually all 
members of society  Vegetables 

Porridge
members of society. Vegetables 
were important supplements to 
the cereal-based diet.
Meat was more expensive and 

Chicken

Meat was more expensive and 
therefore more prestigious and 
was more common on the 
tables of the nobility  The most tables of the nobility. The most 
popular types of meat were 
pork and chicken.
Cod and herring were mainstays Cod and herring were mainstays 
among the northern population, 
but a wide variety of other 
saltwater and freshwater fish saltwater and freshwater fish 
were also eaten.



The Roman Catholic Church and its 
calendar had great influence on 
eating habits; consumption of meat eating habits; consumption of meat 
was forbidden for a full third of the 
year for most Christians, and all 
animal products  including eggs animal products, including eggs 
and dairy products (but not fish), 
were generally prohibited during 
Lent and fastLent and fast.
While wine was the most common 
table beverage in much of Europe, 
this was not the case in the Black Pepperthis was not the case in the 
northern regions where grapes 
were not cultivated.
Those who could afford it drank Saffron

Black Pepper

Those who could afford it drank 
imported wine, but even for nobility 
in these areas it was common to 
drink beer or ale  particularly drink beer or ale , particularly 
towards the end of the Middle 
Ages.



The ancestor of 
parmesan A form of 
haute cuisine haute cuisine 
developed during 
the late Middle Ages 
that set the that set the 
standard among the 
nobility all over 
EuropeEurope.
Thanks to the 
Arabians  was also 
possible to produce 

Sugar Cane

Rice

possible to produce 
rice and sugar cane 
together with butter 
and dried cheese  and dried cheese. 



The Arabic inheritance

In the Medieval cuisine the In the Medieval cuisine the 
whole pig was exploited and 
became one of the most 
important sources of meat  important sources of meat, 
above all ham and sausages.
This happened where the 
Arabic domination was not Arabic domination was not 
present, because according 
to the Coranic laws, eating  
pork was not allowed   pork was not allowed.  
During the Arabic period 
Sicily had been one of the 
main arriving places in main arriving places in 
Europe of the famous “Silk 
Route” or “Silk Road”. 

The silk route



This means that Sicily was the only part 
of the ancient Europe where a lot of 
goods  spices  exotic ingredients coming goods, spices, exotic ingredients coming 
from the far east were used in daily life 
and in daily cuisine and  it exhibits the 
classic signs of Arab influence in its classic signs of Arab influence in its 
dishes, for example, the use of apricots, 
sugar, citrus, sweet melons, rice, saffron, 
raisins  nutmeg  clove  pepper  pine nuts  raisins, nutmeg, clove, pepper, pine nuts, 
cinnamon, along with fried preparations.

S i

Spices

Spices

Arab Food



Renaissance Cuisine

Modern cuisine dates 
back to the 15th and the 
16th centuries and is 
characterized by the 

Kitchen's Tools

y
novelties arriving from 
the New World  that 
changed and enriched g
the ancient tradition.
The cuisine of the 
Renaissance was based, ,
like art and literature, 
on the revaluation of 
antiquity and banquet q y q
organizers applied 
ancient ideals of 
proportion, harmony p p , y
and order to the culinary 
arts. 



Renaissance cooks studied recipes 
from Greek and Roman authors and 
developed dishes that would developed dishes that would 
accentuate, rather than alter, the taste 
of the used ingredient.
Recipes  ingredients  and instructions Recipes, ingredients, and instructions 
are offered by Martino di Como's Art of 
Cooking, published in Italy during the 
late 15th and early 16th centurieslate 15th and early 16th centuries.
This book is considered by many 
culinary history experts as one of the 
first truly modern cookbooks  Martino's 

Prunes

first truly modern cookbooks. Martino's 
habit of sprinkling victuals with sugar 
and spices, as well as the idea of 
flavoring sauces with raisins  prunes  

Grapes

flavoring sauces with raisins, prunes, 
and grapes, undoubtedly reflect 
practices fundamental to Arabic 
cooking  cooking. 



The same can be said about the 
employment of such staples as rice, 
dates  pomegranates  and bitter dates, pomegranates, and bitter 
oranges--the availability of which 
goes back to the Arabic occupation 
of Spainof Spain.

Bitter Orange

Dates

Pomegranates



The development of new culinary 
habits did not depend entirely on 
the discovery of new ingredientsthe discovery of new ingredients.
Long before corn, potatoes, and 
tomatoes brought from America 
revolutionized the diets of revolutionized the diets of 
European...a systematic interest 
in wheat flour and common 
backyard vegetables (such as backyard vegetables (such as 
carrots, celery, and onions) and 
herbs enabled the formation of a 
radically new diet that only 

Celery Carrots

radically new diet that only 
recently has been dubbed 
"Mediterranean" by shrewd mass-
media publicists

Onions

media publicists.
Typically, flour led to pasta... 
maccheroni or lasagne are 
depicted as richly buttered  depicted as richly buttered, 
smothered in cheese, and dusted 
with sugar and sweet spices. 



An equal amount of space and 
attention was devoted to fava 
beans peas chickpeas  beans,peas,chickpeas, 
squash,cauliflower, elderberry, 
fennel, eggplants and still 
other vegetablesother vegetables.
Thanks to Martino, vegetable 
dishes that had been the 
hallmark of the pauper's diet hallmark of the pauper's diet 
for centuries shed their 
demure aspect and found a 
dignified place next to the 

Fava BeansChickpeases

dignified place next to the 
roast and brined fish on the 
tables of the rich.
What about the peasants? 

Peases

What about the peasants? 
Maize becomes their basic 
food, especially in the north of 
Italy  where maize porridge  is Italy, where maize porridge  is 
one of the most common 
dishes. 



The XVII Century 

France's famous Haute CuisineFrance's famous Haute Cuisine—
literally "high cuisine" — has its 
foundations during the 17th 
century with a chef named La 

The “Cuisinier François”

century with a chef named La 
Varenne, who was chef to the court 
of Louis XIV.
As author of works such as Louis XIVAs author of works such as 
Cuisinier françois, he is credited 
with publishing the first true French 
cookbook

Louis XIV

cookbook.
His book includes the earliest 
known reference to roux (a mixture 
of wheat flour and fat  traditionally of wheat flour and fat, traditionally 
clarified butter) using pork fat.
It is the thickening agent of the   
sauce béchamel  created by La sauce béchamel, created by La 
Varenne himself (1615-1678 
(1643-1715).



The book contained two sections, 
one for meat days, and one for 
fastingfasting.
His recipes marked a change from 
the style of cookery known in the 
Middle Ages  to new techniques 

Fricassee Chicken

Middle Ages, to new techniques 
aimed at creating somewhat 
lighter dishes.
At the court of Louis XIV also 

Consommè

At the court of Louis XIV also 
consommé and fricassee chicken 
made their first appearances.
What about drinks?What about drinks?
You could have sipped the liqueurs 
that the king so appreciated, but 
you could have also drunk coffee  you could have also drunk coffee, 
tea and chocolate. 



The XVIII century cuisine

If during your travel over the If during your travel over the 
centuries you had been so 
unfortunate to experiment the 
famine of 1769 you would have famine of 1769 you would have 
probably survived thanks to 
potatoes!
They had already been growing 

Potatoes

They had already been growing 
in Germany, but were introduced 
in France with Louis XVI.
The art of food preservation The art of food preservation 
made important progress and it 
was possible to taste jam cheese, 
sausages and salamisausages and salami.
The confectionery art appeared: 
it was possible to eat cakes and 
meringues  meringues. 



The XIX century cuisine  

Thanks to the scientific Thanks to the scientific 
discoveries in industry and 
agriculture, food habits changed. 
At the beginning of the century At the beginning of the century 
sugar beet was introduced in 
France and it was possible to 
have sugar on the tableshave sugar on the tables.
Pasteur’s theory about 
fermentation enables progress in 
the dairy and wine making fields

Sugar Beet

the dairy and wine-making fields.
A revolution in stoves, cookware 
and kitchen gadgets, combined 
with the discovery of canning and 

Pasteur

with the discovery of canning and 
food sterilization techniques, 
open up endless possibilities for 
the motivated domestic servant the motivated domestic servant 
who held the position of cook. 



Up to now

Over the last century  eating Over the last century, eating 
habits have changed dramatically. 
Our diets have been influenced by 
all kinds of factors: by the 

Fast Food

all kinds of factors: by the 
technologies in our kitchens, by 
the modes of transport supplying 
our shops  by the media and the our shops, by the media and the 
government and by trade and 
migration.
The eating habits of our parents  The eating habits of our parents, 
grandparents and great-
grandparents would be completely 
unrecognizable to many of us unrecognizable to many of us 
today. Our experiences of 
shopping and cooking have been 
transformed as have our attitudes transformed as have our attitudes 
towards health, table manners, 
'foreign' foods, waste and choice. 



For many of our grandparents, the idea that by 2007, 
raw Japanese fish would be sold in supermarkets and 
widely enjoyed by western people around  would have widely enjoyed by western people around, would have 
been laughable.
Today fast food chains are a global phenomenon - fried 
chicken  burgers and sandwiches are available on the 

Burgers and Sandwiches

chicken, burgers and sandwiches are available on the 
streets of New York, Edinburgh, Paris, Rome and 
Shanghai.
While food shortages are still widespread in many parts While food shortages are still widespread in many parts 
of the world, for a lot of people in the West, the idea of 
eating only three meals a day is a thing of the past. 

Fast Food Restaurant



We graze our way through the day, 
nibbling on crisps or chocolate to 
keep us going between meals  keep us going between meals. 
Obesity is on the rise in many 
developed and developing 
countriescountries.
At the same time, the number of 
people who are vegetarians and 
the health and organic food the health and organic food 
markets are growing. From 
cookery programmes on television 
to recipes in magazines and on to recipes in magazines and on 
websites, we're bombarded with 
advice on what and how to cook.
But who are these programmes But who are these programmes 
and publications aimed at?
Do you think these are an 
indication that people spend more indication that people spend more 
or less time cooking than in the 
past?
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